
Krauser PUA Is Doing His Readers A Huge
Injustice (?)
Posted on May 29, 2013 by Socialkenny

Krauser, PUA coach and

practitioner from London

This post may seem a bit untimely and out of left field, but it’s without an ounce of malice towards Krauser since I respect his

game.

As much as I detest the seduction-blogger RooshV (due to prior circumstances), I totally get the practicality of his writing

style.

For instance, Roosh doesn’t just post about wins in the field nor lays after lays.

In fact, I’ve never seen him publish a bonafide-lay report yet!

He puts his balls and reputation on the line by disclosing his failed attempts, flakes and instances where his time in the field wasn’t

great at all and bad logistics had the last laugh [a the case with my sets most times].

I totally respect that about Rooshie, which is why in spite of the love-hate relationship; I can relate to his writings totally.

Kenny PUA: “Get Laid By Being Social”
Out-Of-The Box Approach To Conquering Her Heart, Mind, Soul And P***y!!
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Roosh V, Turkish-American seduction-game

blogger out of Washington, DC

Not discrediting Krauser PUA, but when was the last time he posted a field report about not getting laid?

How often!?

How about postings on failed sets, etc?

I honestly don’t recall Kraus ever writing about his shortcomings in Pickup. It’s all wins, wins and more fucking wins!!!

If you are laying 9 out of 10 girls whom you’d picked up: then congrats on the 90% fuck ratio!

However, we all who subscribe to Game/Pickup, know that a 90% lay rate is highly unrealistic.

Krauser PUA on the other hand, gives the impression that he’s sleeping with every girl whom he picks up.

From reading his stuff, it’s hard to tell that he even have bad days at game when every article he publishes is about conquering a

new flag and fucking some exotic girl [I bang my first 29 year old Lithuanian office girl].

Sounds like I’m hating but I’m really not!

“Why Is Krauser Doing A Big Injustice To His Readers”?

Kraus is a very savvy and perceptive guy, which is why he’d recently insinuated that he may relent from posting about girls he’d

laid.

He knows very well that he’s doing us a disservice by lauding over his wins and conquests of women.

I have a deeply held belief that one learns more from his failures than he does from his victories; primarily at the novice stage of

the game [a newbie for instance].

With that being commonly agreed upon [that we learn more from failures], why is Krauser not publicizing his failed attempts in the

game then!?

Speaking directly to him, your virtual students and those who follow your blog, are not being exposed to game in its truest form

since you’re neglecting to inform them of the realities of seduction, which is that (so-called failure) will be the norm!

However, you’re giving those guys the impression that it’s all wins after wins in rapid succession!

Sure that is the mentality to have in pickup! But the truth should be told at the expense of your reputation.

Reading too much of Kraus’ blog will have you believing that game is easy breezy as taking a piss.

But how about sharing with your audience the times that you really had to dig deep for a meager lay and still didn’t come up with

anything?

The virtual dick-measuring contest in the community needs to stop, where coaches and PUA practitioners are more concerned with

telling about stunning lays instead of a well-balanced approach to teaching game, which is that failure comes with the territory.
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We can’t keep selling dreams and giving newbies the impression that they’ll be sleeping with a new girl each day of the week…for the

next 3 years.

This is where RooshV deviates (for the better) from 99% of the guys in this genre: he tells it like it really is, and he doesn’t sell

dreams of grandeur as far as dating is concerned.

With that being said, Krauser should take a page out of Roosh’s book and start to give his audience a realistic viewpoint of what

game is.

Posting lay reports after lay reports gets fucking tired!

Not only for the readers, but Kraus himself is actually jaded and tired of trying to keep up with the demand, which really isn’t there,

since no one is crying to hear more lay reports.

Therefore, Kraus really doesn’t have to try to keep up with the Joneses by bombarding his blog followers with lay reports after lay

reports.

After a while, writing about pussy conquests comes off as braggadocios and self-absorbed (which is fine by the way).

Adversely, you’ll actually loose credibility from posting flag conquests after conquests since guys are gonna start calling you out on

your claims.

Just as I have, Roosh has also been smart enough to recognize this little tangent, which is 1 of the reasons you’ll never see him

write about a girl he’d fucked, then write about another conquest the following week.

Even if I or Roosh was to lay a new girl each day of the week, we are conscious enough as to not enter the over-kill zone by

unleashing a lay report for every girl we would’ve laid.

Krauser of London should’ve been privy to this already!

He isn’t the only game blogger who’s guilty of this. The Boy Toy, a PUA coach and practitioner out of Copenhagen, Denmark,

takes it to another fucking level when it comes to lay reports!!!

A simple fix is to put yourself in the targeted audience’s shoes before pumping out another lay report in rapid succession.

Ask yourself, “Would my readers see this post as valuable and learn-worthy? Or Would they surmise that I’m just a braggadocios

prick who isn’t concerned about bettering guys’ lives, but about personal accolades and bragging rights?

Getting laid doesn’t deserve a trophy, and Krauser needs to realize that.

Being a humble guy in the genre of seduction will win you more fans than being a condescending asshole who’s unable to smell the

coffee [this comment is more so directed at the PUA Boy Toy than Krauser PUA].
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Spread Love!!

Like this:

3 bloggers like this.

← Field Report: Sexy Canadian MILF @ Her Place [05-27-2013]

Thomas aka The PUA

Boy Toy from

Copenhagen, Denmark

So Kraus should take a page out of Kenny’s playbook and learn to be more versatile and blog-savvy.

You can’t keep drowning your readers with article after article of little to no value.

If you do post lay reports, ensure that there’s a something practical from which the reader can deduce and put into action himself.

You cannot teach a guy pickup by posting lay reports after lay reports and expect him to take away something tangible and learn-

worthy from them.

I get the impression that guys who read Krauser’s blog are only cheerleading the next man’s victories, while they themselves

remain stagnated in the field of dating and pickup since they’re rarely learning anything skills wise.

There should be zero shame in posting about failed attempts just as I’d written in my previous-field report D2: Sexy Canadian

MILF @ her place.

My core readers would have learned so much intricacies from that post alone, than they’d ever learn from reading 1 of his lay

reports.

All in all Kraus’; you’re still my man! But continuing to toot your horn over lays isn’t what Alpha’s do.

We don’t wanna hear anymore lay reports.

We want to read about your failures therefore which will equip us with the know how of what to do, and what not to do…and what

to expect, and how to overcome unforeseen aspects of pickup like LMR, bitch shields and ASD.

This entry was posted in PUA Politics and tagged krauser pua blogging, pua ranting, thomas the boy toy story pua. Bookmark the permalink.

49 thoughts on “Krauser PUA Is Doing His Readers A Huge Injustice (?)”

May 29, 2013 at 5:22 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I feel that since he doesn’t talk himself up I get the vibe that the rejections etc don’t need to be mentioned at all. He

writes about a lot of interesting stuff outside of pickup, he had a post on one’s video game selection and how that relates

to your masculinity. I don’t get a vibe he’s hiding anything so I don’t mind so much. Boy Toy is all lay reports, which is

something I don’t think people want, you gotta provide sufficient value before someone will read a lay report, because

they’re so personal. I like his posts on money/jobs though.

Ruxman

May 29, 2013 at 8:12 PM •

Reply

Anonymousity
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@ruxman Nick krauser is versatile and varies a lot of his writings. Kenny must be smoking when he says kraus is 1

dimensional. His last few posts wasn’t even about lays.

@kenny P You must not read much of krauser’s stuff buddy. If you will permit, I can post some links.

May 29, 2013 at 8:38 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I periodically read Kraus’ stuff so I’m not in the blind as you may think. He just needs a little more versatility bro’.

No harm in requesting that. Guys shouldn’t take advice so personal.

@Ruxman- Hey buddy, I can see where you’re coming from. I like Kraus’ posting. I just wish his field reports

would have more of a message in them than just arrogance.

Socialkenny

May 29, 2013 at 8:59 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

You been readin the wrong posts. But your posint taken on the point of guys not getting butt hurt

Anonymousity

May 29, 2013 at 8:44 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I posted my previous comments in wrong thread.

Boy Toy isn’t bad. I just discovered his site recently and liked it, but I got too tired of the lay reports and it was hard

to find other posts.

I don’t recall seeing a post on jobs/money. I’ll have to check it out.

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 3:47 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Hard to find other posts? Let me repeat myself: There are 800 diary entries and only around 140 of them are lay

reports. How can it be hard to find other posts when the lay reports is only 1 section out of 7 in the menu?

Posts on jobs/money/lifestyle is here: http://www.boytoystory.com/get-a-life/

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 3:06 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Having an honest debate isnt the worst thing in the world so I dont get what you dudes being so cry baby

about criticism. We all grown fucking men and Boy Toy Story shouldnt be bitching about being called the fuck

out. Man up!

@Kenny I learnt game from you and for that you are my coach in this Bevause you give us a good balance

of what to do and not to. These other guys arent doing it.

Kudos

Sterling PUA
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May 30, 2013 at 3:16 PM •
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Wow! You actually posted something other than a lay report lol! Honestly though, I had a hat time

maneuvering your site, and all I was able to find in the archives were lay reports. This might just be an

innocent misunderstanding of not being able to locate your stuff promptly.

And for the record, my site kicks more ass than yours, and I really don’t know where you got those fraudulent

Alexa figures. This figures are plainly incongruent. There is no way on Earth that your blog ranks better than

mines. And you’re also bring disingenuous by not speaking of specifics as in areas, posts, continents, etc. But

I really don’t have time to get into a battle of Alexa rankings.

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 6:30 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

from memory it’s under the ‘get a life’ tab it suits me cause it’s advice for early 20′s, I think he’s under 24 like me.

Ruxman

May 30, 2013 at 3:26 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Ok sounds good. Sounds like my kind of read.

Socialkenny

May 29, 2013 at 5:35 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Am I only posting lay reports????

WTF

I am posting my diary from every fucking day since I turned 18, this is more than 800 days and there is only lays in

around 140 of them.

Of COURSE one should not pretend that there is only successes. There are lots of failures and bad days. Thats why I

share my whole fucking diary.

Besides that, Mr Kenny dude… Why the fuck do you think you know shit about how to run a blog?

Your Alexa Traffic Rank: 1,164,278

My Alexa Traffic Rank: 269,252

Krausers Alexa Traffic Rank: 239,314

Stop giving advice when you are not succesful yourself.

Typical “MPUA SUPER DUPER DATING COACH” behaviour.

You dont seem to be succesful. Neither in getting hot girls or building a blog. So do the world a favor and stop giving

advice about it.

Besides that, have a great day.

Boy Toy

May 29, 2013 at 8:32 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

As for Alexa SEO rankings, I believe that you and Krauser have been blogging way before I have, so it’s quite

naturally that you guys would have a major head start when it comes to rankings, but something isn’t too right about

Socialkenny
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your blog activities and I may have to dig deeper to see if your another 1 of those cheating bloggers.

Anyway Boy Toy, we had our skirmish on the pickup artist forum (or Sed Fast forum) and you came off a bit too

envious at my postings. Prior to that; we were cool. We’re still cool in my book, but you lack versatility.

May 30, 2013 at 3:57 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Kenny you started blogging only 1 month after me.

Something isnt too right? LIKE WHAT HAHA.

I just post quality content that people like.

You just have to realize that being legit and giving quality content wins anytime.

I have not had a skirmish with anyone. But yes I remember I told you how you should not call yourself “MPUA”

and say that you are an “expert in dating” when you are clearly NOT.

Envious??????????????

I’ve seen some of the pictures of the girls you try to seduce..

Lets just say I’m not exactly ENVIOUS 

And you dont need to tell me what I lack and what I dont. Who are you to judge..

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 4:07 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

EDIT: I just noticed in your archives (in the left sidebar) that you started blogging in MAY 2011 !!!!

Thats fucking 2 years ago. I started 6 months ago.

And you KNOW that you started way before me.

Because I remember you posting on a forum saying that I was a new blogger.

Here’s you archive from may 2011: http://kennyspuathoughts.com/2011/05/

Stop lying to people.

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 2:43

PM

 0  0  Rate This

What is there to lie about Boy Toy? When I post on a PUA forum, I’m not killing myself to remember

everything I wrote. You made it seem a though you were blogging long before me, so I accepted the.

You said I started blogging longer than you; cool! I don’t have a prob with that,

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 2:40 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

You misread the MPUA title that I’d posted on Sed Fast, and you knew that I’d clarified it for you. I don’t brad

bro.

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 2:52 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Boy toy or whoever u are u are coming off as a big fucking douch just by your commentaries. Kenny has shit

to prove to you and we can learn more ftomhosworks than u an whoever the fuck Krauser is

Giacomo
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May 30, 2013 at 3:04

PM
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Cool. Maybe Kenny can teach you how to spell as well(:

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 3:32

PM

 0  0  Rate This

Lol low blows. He isn’t a native English speaker so bear with him.

And by the way, just last night, I noticed that you finally added the plugin to enable comment notification

by e-mail. I was advising you on doing that the entire time but you neglected it until now. I gave you a tip

and all I get is low blows in return.

As I said, I really don’t have a huge problem with you. Krauser is my real issue. You just happened to get

lulled into the fray.

Socialkenny

May 29, 2013 at 5:37 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Oh, and by the way…

I’m neither a “PUA coach” or a “practitioner”

I’m just a fucking guy fucking girls.

Boy Toy

May 29, 2013 at 8:42 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Sounds good. Maybe you should stay off Sed Fast forum then.

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 3:58 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Yeaaa… or maybe I should just do exactly what I want to do…

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 3:10 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

All in all, I don’t have a major prob with you. I just think you came off as a prick on the PUA forum.

Socialkenny

May 29, 2013 at 9:06 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Lol the war has begun. I hate PUA’s who deny being pickup artists.

Sterling PUA

May 29, 2013 at 8:06 PM •

Reply

manospherian
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Hi socialkenny, I have been reading your blog as long as I been reading krau’s although I don’t comment. You and

krausers style seem to be similiar to me in that you guy’s posts the same although not for the reports.

Also the same thing with roosh v, your posts seems to mirror his also.

Whayt I aam getting at now is would you even try to do a guest post on 1 of those guys site or sign on to roosh’s return

of kings?

May 29, 2013 at 8:17 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Socialk is my mentor but I had to laugh at what u wrote about writing styles because on facebook few times, I joked

with SK asking if he was a younger version of krauser’s and vice versa lmfao.

In all honesty I do not think Kenny would collab on roosh new site because roosh is just a guy who is full of malice

and not forgetful.

Check his history with the many guys he banned from his forum for mere criticism of his teachings.

I don’t know much about boy toy.

Sterling PUA

May 29, 2013 at 8:40 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I actually had signed up for the Roosh war on fat thing a while ago but I backed out last second.

I’m not that interested in the return of the kings as for guest postings.

Socialkenny

May 29, 2013 at 8:09 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

You might be wrong about 1 thing and that is I don’t think boy toy is from denmark. I think he is canadian unless I am

wrong.

Nick Krauser gets credit from me because he has been endorsed by guys from day game like yad and torero. Those

guys are huge in the pua community. Krauser is official mate. You do come off as if you’re somehow jealous of his style.

Anonymousity

Anonymousity

May 30, 2013 at 3:59 AM •

Reply
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Im from Denmark(:

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 2:55 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Sorry

Anonymousity
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May 29, 2013 at 8:23 PM •

Reply
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Holy shit mr boy toy! You are opening a can of worms. I am not a writer so I don’t know much of alexa and what it is

but I guess it’s ranking of websites. I don’t see what it has to do with knowledge of pua though, so that might be a low

blow without merit. And when u really tthink

about it bro I don’t think kenny PUA was hating he was just encouraging you all to be more versatile. I never read your

stuff so I am only going from what this article says.

Sterling PUA

May 29, 2013 at 8:35 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Thanks for aiding me Sterling. You’re very objective.

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 4:01 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Alexa just shows how much traffic different websites get. Socialkenny’s website does not get much traffic, and thats

why I tell him not to give advice on how to get traffic. He can not teach you how to build a succesful website if he

hasnt done it himself.

Just as he can not teach you how to get laid with HOT girl if he hasnt done it himself.

My site is pretty versatile already.

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 2:58 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I don’t doubt your versatility but idly u believe your site ranks better than socialkenny u must be fucking kidding. I

don’t cate what an Alexia or Alexa says? Per article, sovialkenny is kicking your ass. U aren bot a bad guy but u

contradictive every word u say.

Giacomo

May 30, 2013 at 3:05 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Thats your opinion. The majority of people disagree with you, but thats cool

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 3:27 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I wouldn’t get into a site ranking battle

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 3:28 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I wouldn’t get into a site ranking battle and debate because w all know the truth

Socialkenny

May 29, 2013 at 8:46 PM •

Reply
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I get rejected 95% of the time, it is the 5 percent that counts!!

May 29, 2013 at 9:01 PM •
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Your game sucks then

Anonymousity

May 29, 2013 at 9:03 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

This is exactly what I meant. Seems to me like Kraus’ readers are in a bubble where they believe that 95% of the

times you will get the lay.

The 5% is what counts as Captain said.

You can’t lay 95% of the girls you pull even if you wanted to.

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 4:03 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

You cant lay 95% of the girls you meet.

But you can definitely lay 95% of the girls you PULL HOME.

Notice the difference.

Boy Toy

May 30, 2013 at 2:41

PM

 0  0  Rate This

And who doesn’t lay 95% of the girls they take home? And also remember; bad logistics will always fuck

you.

Socialkenny

May 29, 2013 at 11:49 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

jus being realistic is the best. thus why i read Kenny and Reema as they post realistic and applicable stuff.some guys in

the Pua jus lie and you one of those guys who think you get more lays or fuck every girl you come across with fuck you

for spreading that false mindset.Kenny i think thz guys pay for sex and fuck prostitutes or non dimes like fat girls who are

easy to fuck then when they write their articles they use pua stuff to appear like they get their game together and once

you got game it becomez easy as sipping tea in the coldest winter!

kui gee

May 30, 2013 at 3:19 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Thanks for the endorsement Kui Gee. The problem with guys in this genre is that they’re too proud to admit to

failures, I on the other hand has always pit it on the line and not hide behind an invincible facade like a Beta male.

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 3:07 PM •

Reply
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What's your view?

 0  0  Rate This

Bad logistics is a bad excuse for being a lazy ass and not CREATING good logistics.

Prioritize getting a good place to live. Or fuck them in the bushes. But dont whine about logistics. I just fucked 3 girls

within 30 hours, in a foreign city with no place to take them. All public sex.

Logistics is no excuse.

May 30, 2013 at 3:34 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I agree with you. No one is saying to throw in the towel at the first sign of bad logistics or LMR. And I’m not above f

closing in public so you may want to retract that bro.

Socialkenny

May 30, 2013 at 4:15 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Kenny you’re always in a beef haha.

The Reemachronicles

May 30, 2013 at 7:32 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Lol yea I’m like the 50 Cent of this lol. Although I have genuine gripe with certain things, it’s nothing malicious. All in all,

it’s good for exposure. So I guess blogging beefs aren’t bad.

Socialkenny

May 31, 2013 at 12:28 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Kenny calling them out as always, lovely! Nice to see you are still going strong man!

The Great Surge
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Kenny...Kenny...Kenny. If you had done proper foreplay, they WOULD have been lubricated. :-) Ever heard of lube as an option too? I did

not cry or wail, although it was uncomfortable and I did ...

5↑ 0↓ (5 votes)

I think your post is very stupid kenny, Ive paid tens of thousands of dollars, ask for me Horacio to John Sinn, Brad P, the love system crew,

tayler and the other spanish guy from RSD Ive been co...

5↑ 1↓ (6 votes)

This is the most retarted thing I've ever read....

3↑ 0↓ (3 votes)

I know.We read newspapers only.Good point....

2↑ 0↓ (2 votes)

Oh my goodness, why don't you just talk to her? That seems so junior high! If my man tried to freeze me out, I'd show him exactly how

long I can ignore him, and I am positive I am far more s

2↑ 0↓ (2 votes)
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